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Why do We need logo standards?

logo standards make 
sure that all Discovery 
pass communications 
share a consistent 
identity (sometimes 
called a ‘brand’), and 
protect the trademark of 
the Discover pass logo. 

We encourage the use 
of the standards in this 
guide. 

A consistent  
organizational identity:

◗	 presents a professional image to 
the public, stakeholders and the 
legislature

◗	 saves time and money when we 
produce publications, reports, signs, 
brochures, etc.

◗	 improves the readability and 
impact of our printed and electronic 
communications

◗	 gives state agencies better 
value for the money and staff time 
spent on communications (letters, 
brochures, website, etc.)

◗	 clears up many ambiguities 
about design (‘look and feel’) when 
we plan publications and other 
materials

Protecting the Discover Pass 
logo is necessary because it:

◗	 assures the logo always appears 
as intended

◗	 prevents others from 
appropriating or misusing the logo

◗	 protects the trademark  
to the logo
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logo Questions?

Luis Prado 
graphic Designer 
360-902-1722 
luis.prado@dnr.wa.gov

What is Covered in these standards? 

the Discover pass logo standards guide you in maintaining a 
consistent ‘look’ to the public face of the pass. the standards apply 
to all uses of the Discover pass logo. they also apply to the design 
of internal and external correspondence, reports, brochures, signs, 
flyers, web pages, and other communications.

Who developed these standards?

these standards were completed by the communications group, in 
collaboration between Washington state parks, Washington state 
Department of Fish and Wildlife (WDFW) and the Washington 
state Department of natural resources (Dnr), and forwarded on 
to the Discover pass implementation team.

What should I do?

Please always:

◗	 notify the Discover pass implementation team whenever you 
plan, update or re-order printed materials, exhibits, videos, signs, 
or other communications materials.

◗	 Follow these standards as you plan print or electronic 
communications—we will work with you to keep these standards 
relevant to what you need to do.

◗	 provide a copy of this guide to any outside partners when you 
plan publications, signs, brochures, etc., with them. notify the 
Discover pass implementation team—we can help interpret the 
use and applicability of these standards to materials co-published 
with other agencies or organizations.

◗	 contact the Discover pass implementation team if you have 
questions about using the Discover pass logo or need an alternate 
version of the logo.

◗	 Follow the state Department of printing’s mandated ordering 
and billing process.
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logo Configurations

the Discover pass logo is the most visible component 
of the Discover pass overall identity. 

variations of the logo include:

◗	 Full color logo
◗	 one color logo
◗	 Black & white logo
◗	 White logo

The logo, including the text, should not be 
altered in any way. 

always use the logo as supplied and approved by the 
Discover pass implementation team.

the symbol portion of the logo (tree, bird and hill) are 
not to be used by themselves.

Discover pass logo

logo variations

preFerreD

logo specifications

Following Discover Pass’s logo standards helps 
the state communicate clearly and effectively in 
both print and electronic media.
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The logo proportions should not be 
altered in any way. 

see at right the proper ways to enlarge or 
reduce the logo size.

space around the logo 

Maintaining clear space on all sides of the 
logo preserves the logo’s integrity and 
ensures a maximum impact wherever it 
appears. 

Minimum Clearance

spacing on all sides of the logo must allow a 
minimum of 1/3 of X (measurement from left 
to right edge of the logo). 

Minimum size

When the logo is reduced, there is a point at 
which it becomes ineffective. By establishing 
a minimum size for the logo, the logo 
will remain prominent and readable. the 
Discover pass logo and its variations should 
never be reproduced smaller than the sizes 
indicated to the right. 

in powerpoint, on web pages, and in 
certain other electronic presentations, the 
display size may be variable. in these uses, 
consider the logo’s size in relation to other 
elements on the page, such as the text of 
a powerpoint presentation. Use your best 
judgment to determine the appropriate 
minimum size in these cases—legibility 
should be the ultimate goal.

logo specifications / 
integrity

When enlarging, 
or reducing the 
logo, make sure 
you constrain the 
proportion by 
holding the Shift 
key. this ensures 
the logo proportion 
remains intact.

if using a scale 
tool, make sure the 
proportions are 
constrained.

X=1

Y=0.9269

MiniMUM size:  
0.75” logo proportions

X

1/3X1/3X

clear space  
around the  
logo

1/3X

1/3X
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Color logo

the Discover pass logo uses two spot 
colors: brown and green. this full-color 
version is the preferred use for all printed 
materials or promotional items. pMs colors 
are specified here for those purposes. 
When four-color process offset printing is 
used for printed materials, the logo may be 
reproduced in the four-color equivalents of 
the pantone colors.

Note: For accurate color matching, follow 
the color formulas specified. Do not 
attempt to match logo colors just by eye.

Monochromatic logo

When using the two spot colors is not an 
option on printed materials, you may use 
four-color process equivalents (see right) or 
a monochromatic version of the logo (see 
right): Black with 50 percent black; or all 
pantone 364 (80%) green; or all pantone 
161 brown.  

logo typefaces

Futura Bold and p22 platten neu are the 
official typefaces of the logo. Futura Bold is 
used for the word “Discover” on top, and 
p22 platten neu Demi is used for the word 
“pass.” Never replace the typeface in 
the logo with your own (see page 8).

PANToNe 
161

BrowN 
c:0 
M:51 
Y:100 
K:69

wheN PANToNe SPoT coLorS  
Are NoT AvAiLABLe uSe TheSe 
cMYK equivALeNTS:

PANToNe 
364 (80%)

GreeN 
c:58 
M:0 
Y:80 
K:34

MonochroMatic options

FUll color option (preFerreD)

pMs 364 (80%) green pMs 161 BroWn

all BlacK

White (reverse) logo options

50% BlacK
tree, BirD  

anD hill

logo specifications / 
color Use
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logo application on Color Background

although the two-color logo on a white 
background is the preferred use, there will be 
instances when the logo must appear on a color 
background. to maintain the legibility of the 
logo and brand integrity, there must be sufficient 
contrast between the logo and the background 
it appears on. 

When placing the logo on a dark color 
background, it is acceptable to use a reverse 
(white) logo version for maximum legibility.

When placing the logo on a black background, it 
is acceptable to use a white reverse logo version 
for maximum legibility (see the “white (reverse) 
logo” option on the page, “logo specifications/ 
color Use.”

Background Control

the Discover pass logo may be printed on a 
color, pattern, or photographic background if 
there is adequate contrast with the logo. shown 
here, and in the next page, are examples of 
acceptable and unacceptable uses of the logo on 
various backgrounds.

note: these rules also apply to black and white 
logo use. always maintain sufficient contrast 
between the logo and the background it 
appears on.

BacKgroUnD MUst alWaYs proviDe sUFFicient contrast With the  
DepartMent oF natUral resoUrces logo colors

the logo MUst reverse to White  
in DarK color BacKgroUnDs

logo specifications / 
Backgrounds
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Prohibited logo Uses

the Discover pass logo will be registered with 
the Washington secretary of state’s office as an 
official trademark as the ‘corporate image’ of 
Discover pass. allowing deviations of the logo 
into Discover pass publications can jeopardize the 
logo’s status as the agency’s registered trademark.

the prohibited uses of the Discover pass logo 
include:

◗	 altering or stretching the proportions of the 
logo components.

◗	 applying or combining with other  
graphic elements.

◗	 applying an outline to the logo, or using an 
outline-only version of the logo.

◗	 replacing the typeface in the logo  
with your own.

◗	 Using the symbol part of the logo alone to 
represent the logo (tree, bird and hill).

◗	 Using the logo on a busy pattern or background 
that impairs its legibility.

◗	 slanting or rotating the logo in any way.

◗	 changing the colors of the logo other than 
specified earlier.

◗	 putting a box around the logo.

P SS
Discover

never Use the 
sYMBol part oF the 
logo alone.

never replace the 
tYpeFace in the 
logo With YoUr 
oWn.

Do not stretch 
anY part oF the 
logo at anY 
tiMe.

Do not rotate 
the logo at  
anY tiMe.

logo specifications / 
prohibited Uses
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Preferred Format for Printing

Discover pass logos are available in an 
eps (adobe encapsulated postscript) 
file format. Use the eps format 
whenever possible because it allows 
for high quality reproduction in printed 
materials. if unable to use an eps file, 
you may use tiFF or Jpeg files, which 
can be suitable for electronic-only 
publication. 

logos in Word

For staff who need a Discover pass 
logo to place on a document, such as a 
Word or excel document, logos in Ms 
Word are available upon request.

an example would be a letter to 
stakeholders or partners in a Discover 
pass initiative. 

if you need the logo in a different 
format, please ask the Discover pass 
implementation team. 

Do not change the logo in any way 
unless permission is granted by 
the Discover Pass implementation 
Team.

logo specifications / 
software Formats


